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EGS CALCMENU Enterprise is based on the world-known software CALCMENU which has 
been distributed worldwide for more than 23 years and is being used by more than 20,000 
customers. This is ideal for companies who need to work simultaneously. It can be installed in an 
unlimited number of workstations where users can access and work on the main database in the 
server at the same time. Additions and changes done in EGS CALCMENU Enterprise are stored
in real-time.

EGS CALCMENU Enterprise provides companies with an easy and flexible solution, efficient means for 
encoding, resizing, costing, evaluating, sharing and managing recipes, menus and menu plans. This is a 
versatile and affordable solution for recipe and menu standardization, costing and distribution. It also 
provides advanced nutrient analysis, allergens, food compositions, etc.

EGS CALCMENU Pro is a Recipe and Menu Management Software featuring recipe costing, menu 
planning, nutrient calculation, and more. EGS CALCMENU Pro is the internationally renowned software 
product of EGS Enggist & Grandjean Software SA. It is Switzerland’s leading software program for the 
foodservice industry. It is ideal for chefs, restaurant owners, caterers and other foodservice professionals. 

Recommended by the Swiss Chef’s Association, EGS CALCMENU Pro has long been used by thousands 
of prestigious hotels, restaurants, hospitals, caterers, airlines and culinary institutions worldwide for 
around 23 years now. International schools like Le Cordon Bleu of Paris and London, École hôtelière de 
Lausanne and Les Roches in Switzerland and Mosimann’s Academy in London integrate this software in 
their teaching methods.

EGS CALCMENU Chef is a professional recipe management software that provides user-friendly 
features to manage merchandise and recipes. It is designed to make foodservice professionals’ intricate 
tasks faster and easier!

EGS CALCMENU Chef is the light version of EGS CALCMENU Pro. It is packed with helpful and useful 
features like recipe creation, recipe costing, merchandise management, nutrient calculation, printing of 
recipe cards with pictures, recipe resizing, sub-recipes, baker’s percentage, and many more! You can also 
enjoy free recipes that are included when you purchase the license for EGS CALCMENU Chef.

EGS CALCMENU Chef is ideal for foodservice professionals like chefs, culinary arts students, caterers, F&B 
Managers and other food enthusiasts who are looking for a complete solution for recipe management 
at a very affordable price.
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Merchandise Creation

Recipe Creation and Standardization

EGS CALCMENU offers the 
following major features

Centralized control of operations for concurrent number of users in a network**

*  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  C A LC M E N U  P r o  a n d  E n t e r p r i s e  u s e r s  o n l y 
* *  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  C A LC M E N U  E n t e r p r i s e  u s e r s  o n l y

User Benefits

Recipe Costing

Sub-Recipe Definition

Menu Creation and Standardization*

Menu Costing*

Menu Planning*

Nutrient Calculation

Baker ’s Percentage

Labor Cost

Shopping List

Simple Inventory

Simple Purchasing

Access for Multiple
Concurrent Users on a 
network or remotely**

Reduce and optimize production time

Standardization and quality consistency for all recipes

Enhance creativity and recipe variety due to sharing*

Provide nutrient details and allergen information

Increase revenue and reduce cost variances

Improve food quality and marketability

Complies with food laws and HACCP

Facilitate and improve quality of staff training

Recipe Sharing**

EGS CALCMENU provides the 
following benefits to all types of users:
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Merchandise constitutes the base of EGS CALCMENU. 
Merchandise can easily be created and modified. All 
the ingredients used for making recipes and menus 
can be searched and displayed in the Merchandise 
List.

Basic merchandise is defined by its name, number, 
category, unlimited number of keywords, price 
in different units, supplier, wastage percentages 
and tax rate. Pictures, nutrient values and other 
supplementary information can also be added to the 
merchandise.

Merchandise prices are easily modified. Price changes 
are then immediately reflected on recipe and menu 
costs.

Recipes are easily created from the ingredients in the 
Merchandise List. 

Recipes have the following details: recipe name, 
unlimited number of keywords, remarks, category, 
flexible yield units (servings, portions, liters, kg, 
pieces) , mark-up factor (constant, gross profit or food 
cost percentage), procedure, date of last update, tax 
rate, imposed price, recipe source, HACCP and other 
supplementary information.

Up to 5 Pictures in BMP, JPG, TIF, PCX, PNG, PSD, TGA, 
WBMP, WMF or EMF file formats can be assigned to 
each recipe allowing it to show different angles or 
steps of the dish presentation. The Recipe window 
clearly displays the recipe ingredients with net and 
gross quantities, price, wastage factor, nutrient value, 
recipe links and structure.

Recipes can also be searched and previewed in the 
Recipe List. They may be printed in various formats. 
It can also be used as sub-recipes or components 
in other recipes. For example, you can create a 
recipe called “Bolognese Sauce”  and use this as a 
component of another recipe named “Spaghetti 
Bolognese”.

Core Features of
EGS CALCMENU

Merchandise Creation

Recipe Creation and Standardization
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Whenever an ingredient is added or removed from 
a recipe, the recipe’s cost is automatically calculated. 
Resizing the recipe (changing the yield quantity) 
also recomputes the total cost in preparing the 
recipe. This saves you a lot of time and headache as 
compared to manually calculating recipe costs.

EGS CALCMENU  automatically suggests a selling 
price based on the targeted food cost or profit 
margin you defined.

Nutrient Calculation provides essential information 
for a balanced nutrition of a recipe or complete meal. 
This feature is an indispensable tool for hospitals, food 
production companies and other establishments 
in need of nutrient calculation. It allows precise 
and rapid calculation of up to 12 nutritional values 
that you have chosen from several databases of 
references such as USDA (American Reference), BLS 
(German) and ASA (Swiss).

You can easily link your food ingredients to the ones 
in the nutrient database. This gives you the correct 
nutrient values for your merchandise.

No additional effort is needed to obtain the 
calculation of nutrients. All your recipes and menus 
are automatically computed for nutrient values as 
you create them.

Nutrient values may be included in printing (Recipe, 
Merchandise and Menu Lists, as well as Recipe and 
Menu Cards).

Menus can be easily created using the recipes and 
merchandise from the database.

A menu can be defined with its name, number, note, 
tax rate, imposed price and other supplementary 
information.

The Menu Form clearly displays the items included 
in the menu with net and gross quantities, price, 
wastage factor, nutrient value and structure.

Menus can also be searched and previewed in 
the Menu List. They may also be printed in various 
formats.

Recipe Costing

Nutrient Calculation

Menu Creation and Standardization
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The cost is instantly calculated as you add recipes 
and merchandise to your menu so you can practically 
perform “menu engineering” to design your menus. 
This feature is excellent for catering and banquet 
menus because you can adjust your menu based on 
a specific budget.

The Menu Planning feature of EGS CALCMENU 
enables you to easily plan meals and menus for any 
given day and time (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner), with 
a variety of proposals for each meal. It also offers 
maximum flexibility with a user-friendly and intuitive 
interface. Meal plans and proposals can also be 
copied to other plans.

EGS CALCMENU has once again proved its usefulness 
for any foodservice professional, whether you are  a 
restaurateur, an hotelier or even a baker. 

As we all know, bakers do not use recipes when 
baking, they use formulas instead. Baker’s Percentage 
is exactly the feature that a professional baker needs 
to show basic proportions of ingredients, calculated 
and expressed as percentages. With Baker’s 
Percentage, the weight of the flour in the formula 
equals 100% and all the other ingredients are 
calculated in proportion to the weight of the flour.

The advantage of using the Baker’s Percentage is that the baker can easily compare formulas of other ingredients 
with the total weight of the flour, the sub-recipe ingredient that also uses flour and the final dough. It also gives 
the baker a clear-cut way  to resize or scale a formula to make more or less dough once the percentages are known 
because the calculations are straightforward. Using EGS CALCMENU, computing the baker’s percentage is done 
automatically so you save time and effort calculating the proportions of the flour with the other baking ingredients. It 
also allows you to make a report printout that is an ideal guide during the baking process. It is fast, easy, and practical!

Menu Costing

Menu Planning

Baker’s Percentage
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Prepare and send Purchase Order to your suppliers 
in a few clicks, without leaving CALCMENU. From 
the Merchandise list, encode the quantities of each 
product you need to order, click a few buttons and 
your Purchase Order is ready to be emailed, faxed or 
printed. Quick and easy.

Simply print inventory sheets to collect data in your 
storage locations then encode the quantities in your 
CALCMENU. Save your inventories and compare 
them with previous ones. 

A shopping list can be generated for your recipes 
and menus. This lists all the ingredients, with their 
quantities and prices, used and needed to prepare 
the recipes and menus. The items in the Shopping 
List may be grouped according to the ingredients’ 
categories and suppliers.

Simple Purchasing

Simple Inventory

Shopping List
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EGS CALCMENU offers foodservice companies a user-friendly and powerful program that can be used by one or many concurrent 
users to manage recipes for standardization and cost reference.  Possible setups are in a standalone PC, LAN (local area network) 
or via software rental. 

You can use CALCMENU Chef or CALCMENU Pro in a 
standalone setup. This setup only needs one computer 
and one user can access CALCMENU.

EGS CALCMENU

STANDALONE

Each acquired EGS CALCMENU Enterprise license permits a client to install the 
software in 1 computer in 1 unique network in a single building. Client will be 
able to define a maximum of 5 users per license in the software. Multiple users 
in a LAN can simultaneously access CALCMENU Enterprise.

EGS CALCMENU is accessed via Internet and Remote Desktop Protocol 
which is found in most computers. The software is installed in the EGS 
server. Login details are given to the users in order to be able to access the 
server and use CALCMENU.

EGS PROGRAM REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE
(database and program are hosted by EGS)

LAN
Database is hosted on the company server of the client

workstation 1

Database Server

HOSTED by Client

Local Area Network

workstation 2

workstation 3

workstation 4

workstation 5

notebook 1

notebook 2
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Menu Costing and Management

Menu Planning

Network Use

Number of Users

Number of Computers

Simple Inventory

Simple Purchasing

Recipe Costing & Management

Nutrient Calculation

Restaurants

Catering

Hotels

Hospitals

Schools

Multi-Unit 
Chains

Optional Feature of
EGS CALCMENU

EGS CALCMENU Pro and Enterprise can be linked to EGS F&B 
Control for Inventory Management. With EGS F&B Control, you 
can manage inventories in multiple locations and suppliers 
list. You can also perform purchase requisitions, ordering, 
receiving and export these data to your Accounting system. 
You can track your sales performance with its Sales functions 
or link to POS.

Please contact us for more information about F&B Control at
info@eg-software.com

Link to F&B Control*

*  F & B  C o n t r o l  i s  s o l d  s e p a r a t e l y

How to determine what 
CALCMENU Solution suits you?

EGS CALCMENU can be used by 
foodservice professionals in:

Chef Pro Enterprise

1

1

2

1

Unlimited

Unlimited

Chef Pro Enterprise
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Dealers

I T A L Y
Edoardo Scinetti
F&B di Scinetti Edoardo
Via Besta, 15
23036 Teglio (SO), Italy
Tel:  +39 0342 782037
 +39 333 2048089
Fax:  +39 0342 782 037
Email: info@calcmenu.it 
Website:  www.egs-ita.com

P H I L I P P I N E S
(Regional Office)
Calcmenu Philippines, Inc.
Unit 2004A West Tower
Philippine Stock Exchange Center,
Exchange Road, Ortigas Business 
Center, Pasig City 1605, Philippines
Tel: +63 2 687 7433
Fax: +63 2 687 33 54
Email: info@eg-software.com

S W I T Z E R L A N D
(Headquarters)

EGS Enggist & Grandjean Software SA
Pierre-à-Bot 92
2000 Neuchâtel
Switzerland
Tel:  +41 848 000 357
Fax:  +41 32 753 0275
Email: info@eg-software.com
Website: www.eg-software.com
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